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BATES COLLEGE, LEWISTON, MAINE, JANUARY 15, 1964

Senior Men Select Seven
For Win ter Carnival Co urt

By Subscription

W.A.A. Discontinues Betty Bates
In Response To Female Apathy;
Varied Events To Replace Week
Betty Bates is gone, possibly forever! At a recent meeting, the W. A. A. board voted
to discontinue the traditional Betty Bates Week, which had featured the selection of a
junior woman as Betty Bates after a week of tea, fashion, and athletic prowess.
This action was taken as the
result of a questionnaire hand- terest to them particularly." In
ed out to the women on campus. March the two films suggested
This questionnaire was designed in the questionnaire will be
to find out whether the girls shown. Inter-dorm bowling competition will be held shortly afLed by club president Brad preferred to have Betty Bates ter spring vacation.
Week
remain
as
it
has
been
in
Andersen '66. eleven Young ReOf course these activities do
publicans and three guests of the past, or whether they would not begin to encompass all the
like
to
see
some
changes
made.
the club attended the Maine ReOf the more than 300 ques- suggestions made by the stupublican Biennial Finance Dintionnaires
which were distribut- dents. However, it must be rener in Augusta last Friday
ed, only 122 were returned. This membered that W.A.A. is prinight.
marily a recreational organizaFeatured speakers at the din- fact alone indicates a definite tion, and that activities such as
ner included Governor Reed, lack of interest in Betty Bates in painting classes etc. are handled
Representatives to Congress Mc- any form. It must also be noted by other groups.
Intyre and Tupper of Maine and that the best percentage of reThis year's program is an explies came from freshmen who
Gerald Ford of Michigan,
periment. If the planned activihave
never
seen
a
Betty
Bates
ored with silver cups for their
ties are successful, the suggeswork during 1963 were the Week. The upperclasswomen, on tions made will be passed on to
the
other
hand,
were
not
as
concounty finance chairmen of
the new board. If the program is
Maine who succeeded in raising cerned about the program.
not successful, new plans will
For the most part, the replies
$79,000 for the Maine Republihave to be formulated.
to the questionnaires, both for
can Party.
The new plans are intended
against
the
proposed to improve and expand the proThe approximately 1,500 per- and
changes
were
well
expressed.
sons who attended the dinner
gram of W.A.A.. rather than dewere part of the workers who The majority of these replies fa- crease it. Betty Bates seems to
raised money during the year. vored the proposal to eliminate have lost a central and meanBefore the dinner the Gover- candidates for Betty Bates.
ingful purpose. Originally, the
nor and representatives were
Numerous suggestions were Betty Bates program was known
introduced to the college stu- given for possible activities dur- as Health Week. As such, it was
dents and spoke briefly with ing the week. Due to the num- a period of active training for
each of them. Accompanying the ber of these suggestions, the the girls, and of close attention
members of the Bates Young Board found itself with an im- to personal grooming. Definite
Republican Club were Nancy possibly wide range of activities items were the basis of judging
Lester '64, President of the to sponsor. For this reason it was candidates: hair, posture, etc.
Gould Political Affairs Club, decided to do away with the
The worth of recent programs,
Robert Ahem '64, President of idea of Betty Bates Week alto- in light of these earlier aims,
the Student Senate, and Nor- gether. Instead, the Board be- has been dubious. Betty Bates
man Gillespie '64, Editor of the lived it could present a wider night has become a theater proSTUDENT.
range of activities by spreading duction, and the selection of
them throughout the year, ra- Betty Bates has been made on
ther than concentrating too the basis of personality instead
many events in one week.
of specific accomplishments.
The first event will be a skatSome disagreement with the
ing party, to be held on Febru- changes made is expected. Howary 6. The second plan is for a ever, as has been previously
The one-hundredth anniver- fashion show to be held on Feb- stated, the plans are of an exsary of the granting of the ruary 28.
perimental nature. The W.A.A.
Bates Collegiate Charter will be
Members of all four classes Board believes that they will be
honored at a joint community will be asked to participate, and successful, and that the organitestimonial on
January
18. it is hoped that a speaker will zation's entire program will be
Sponsored by the Chambers of be obtained who will address the improved and expanded as a reCommerce of Lewiston and Au- women on some subject of in- sult of these decisions.
burn, the" testimonial will be
held in the Montello Junior
High School at 7 p. m.
Included in the program is a
dinner and brief comments
made by representatives of loThe varsity debate team of Villanova, St. Johns, City Colcal industry, civic and commercial groups. Dr. Charles F. Robert Ahern '64, Thomas Hall lege of New York, Harpur, and
Phillips will make a reply on '64, John Strassburger '64, and Queens College. The affirmative
team defeated Holy Cross, Lethe college's behalf.
,
Susan Stanley '64, went to JerMoyne,
and Albertus Magnus
The Reverend Daniel J. Fee- sey City to participate in the
but lost to Georgetown and Seney, Bishop of Portland, will
give the Invocation. Reverend Easterns Debate Tournament, on ton Hall. All debates were on
the proposition that the federal
Frederick D. Hayes, trustee, December 13 and 14.
Hall and Ahern swept through government should guarantee an
from the High Street Congregational Church will also officiate. the tourney undefeated while opportunity for higher education
Attending the testamonial Strassburger and Stanley went to all qualified high school
dinner will be mayors of Lewis- 3-2 for a total record of 8 wins graduates.
ton and Auburn and other city and 2 losses and third place,
The varsity teams will have
dignitaries. Governor Reed will with Dartmouth second and only one more tournament this
send a message of congratula- Marymount of New York in semester. Jeffery Rouault '65 and
tions to the College. Expected first. In individual events, Ahern Max Steinheimer '66 will attend
also to attend are representa- placed second in extemporane- the important Harvard tourney
tives of government from Wash- ous speaking.
at Cambridge the last week in
ington.
The negative team defeated January.

Fourteen Attend Maine
GOP Finance Dinner

Of these seven, one will be Queen

f

The men of the senior class
have elected seven Bates women
to the Winter Carnival Court.
One of the girls will reign over
Carnival as queen. The magnificent seven are Roz Avery, Carol
Johnson, Ingrid Kaiser, Carol
Kinney, Martha Linholm, Joanna Starr, and Gail Hayden.
English major Roz Avery
hails from Walton, New York.
She abandoned Bates last year
to spend her Junior year studying in Scotland.
Carol Johnson, English major
and world traveller spent her
Junior year abroad, studying in
England. She is most often to be
found in the Little Theater
where she is currently involved
with directing class projects and
Right You Are, If You Think
You Are. Carol comes from
Manchester, Conn.
Ingrid Kaiser is a German major from Jamaica, N. Y. Her
extra-curricular activities include skiing and almost anything connected with the W.A.A.
Last year Ingrid served as a

proctor and was a Betty Bates
candidate.
Carol Kinney is currently representing the women's side of
campus in the new Student
Senate. Also active in the
W.A.A., Carol is the reigning
Betty Bates. Last year found
this Biology major a proctor,
trying to hold down the fort at
Mitchell House. In the off season she lives in Belmont, Mass.
Multi-lingual Joanna Starr is
a French major from Manchester, N. H. She is an active member of the French and Spanish
clubs and of Phi Sigma Iota, an
honorary society for language
students.
Gail Tupper Hayden, of Islip,
New York is an English major.
Last year she was a proctor in
Wilson and representative on
the Student Government.
Martha Lindholm, representing
the local talent, is an English
major. Her activities include
Rob Players and service as circulation manager of the 1963
Mirror.

Library Fines Due January 17;
Thesis Material On Display
The Library reminds students
that all library fines are due before the 10 p. m. deadline on
Friday, January 17. Any fine
amounts remaining unpaid after the deadline are subject to
an additional charge of two dollars.
All students owing library
fines were sent a final fines notice in their mail boxes on
Monday of this week. NO FURTHER NOTIFICATION EITHER
BY MAIL OR BY TELEPHONE
WILL BE MADE.
Students are further reminded that college obligations must
be fulfilled before taking final
semester examinations.
Lack of cooperation on the
part of a number of students in
the recent past has caused major
library time and effort to be expended on the clearing of fine
accounts and has necessitated
adoption of the above procedure. Clearing of accounts is a

student responsibility.
Are YOU making full use of
the library?
To seniors laying groundwork
for a thesis or to the student
preparing a term paper the extensive resources of the library
collections' can be an unexpected revelation and genuine help.
Often valuable material available is untapped.
A few basic indexes and manuals are currently on display in
the library lobby to alert students to the resources at hand.
The extensive accumulation of
United States Government Publications available in the depository collection is not listed
in the card catalog but may be
explored with the aid of the
Reference Librarian.
Mr. Myers will be happy to
suggest those aids most applicable to your topic and to explain
their use.

Community Dinner
Celebrates Granting
Of Bates' Charter

Debaters Take Third At Easterns;
Ahem Second In Extemp Contest

»
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Government Scripts
Student Senate
The meeting began at 6:09
p. m., Tuesday, January 7.
Absentees: Aikman, Sadlier.
Committee Reports
Extra-Curricular: Fuller reported that this committee will
meet on January 14, to discuss
final Carnival Plans.
Correspondence: Information
concerning
an
intercollegiate
bridge tournament to be held in
the Spring was given to the
Senators. Wilson moved that
we allocate the necessary $5 deposit to hold a place for Bates in
the tournament. This motion
was passed.
New Business
Beekman suggested that the
voting regulations be changed
so that a person vote not only
according to sex but also according to class. After discussion
Beekman moved that the Senate
institute a referendum about
changing the voting regulations
according to his suggestion.
After further discussion the
Senate decided that the election
procedures in general need to be
investigated and Beekman's motion was lost. A committee was

Winter Carnival
Program

WCBB Features

set up, consisting of Ziegler,
Beekman, Southall, Steinheimer, Tonight
and Winter, which will look 5:30 WHAT'S NEW — "Soarinto the mechanics of the voting."
Film
clips
and
ing procedure and will report
graphs
demonstrate the
back to the Senate next week
art of motorless flight.
(January 14, 1964).
7:00 ONCE UPON A JAPANThe meeting adjourned at 7:14
ESE TIME — "Momo Taro
p. m.
or Peach Boy." The legend
of a boy who was found
Women's Council
inside a peach by an elThe Women's Council met in
derly
Japanese couple.
the Smoking Room of the Women's Union at 6:35 p.m. on 7:30 REPERTOIRE WORKSHOP
— "Shakespeare's
HeroThursday, January 9, 1964.
ines." The psychological
Some delegates will be sent
aspects of Shakespeare's
to the New England Women's
women characters.
Student Government Association
Conference to be held at the 8:00 JAZZ CASUAL — "Woody
University of Maine on May 1,
Herman and the Swingin'
2, 3.
Herd."
Discussion by
Woody Herman and perProctors were asked to post
formance by The Herd.
the changes in hours (as per the
Blue Book) for Carnival. Wo- 8:30 COURT OF REASON —
men are reminded that before
"Freedom of Inquiry:
leaving for a vacation, they are
Should Bigots Be Heard
to sign out as well as signing in
on the Campus?"
upon return.
Tomorrow Night
The meeting adjourned at 7:30 ABOUT PEOPLE — "Coun8:15 p.m.
sel of Fear." Dr. Maria

Friday Night
7:00 ASTRONOMY FOR YOU
— "The Earth in Space." A
look at the Earth as a
member of the solar system.
8:00

KENNETH CLARK
SIR
ON ART — In this last
program of the series, Sir
Kenneth reviews the work
of landscape painters.

8:30 SHORT
STORIES
OF
SAKI — In concluding this
series, four more of H. H.
Munro's short stories are
dramatized.
9:30 ART
AND
ARTISTS:
GREAT BRITAIN — A
study of industrial painter
L. S. Lowry and sculptor
Reg Butler and their works.

SENIOR CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES
The next written examination
for the FOREIGN SERVICE
CAREER RESERVE OF THE
U.S. INFORMATION AGENCY
will be given as a joint examiI nation with the Department of
I State on March 7, 1964. It will
qualify successful candidates for
further consideration for either
the Foreign Service Career Reserve of the Agency or for the
career Foreign Service of the
Department of State. Candidates
seeking foreign service employment with the U. S. Information Agency should apply before
the January 20, 1964, closing
date. Applications may be obtained in the Placement Office.

Though new with the company. Dan was expected to
thoroughly investigate, analyze and document Plant Department budget practices.
Then he joined two other members of the Task Force
to develop new accounting methods based on his research.

•>

.

The Placement Office has information about the TOBE-COBURN SCHOOL FOR FASHION
CAREERS in New York City.
Fashion fellowships of $1600 are
available for the one year
course.

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
SALUTE: DAN MIGLIO
Soon alter he arrived at Southern New England Telephone
Company. Accountant Dan Miglio (B.S.. Economics, 1962)
was assigned to an important Budget Analysis Task Force.

January 30-Thursday
Crowning of the Queen and
presentation of the court,
Hathorn steps
Square Dance, Alumni gym,
8:00
Open House, Women's Union,
following the dance
January 31-Friday
All Day: Ski Trip, King Pine
Ski Area in New Hampshire
February 1 - Saturday
Ski Movie, Little Theater, 3:15
Banquet, Commons, 6:00
Carnival Dance, Alumni Gym,
8:00
Open House, Women's Union
following the dance
February 2-Sunday
Entertainment: the Journeymen, Alumni Gym, 2:15

Piers discusses real, unreal
and neurotic fears.
9:00 THE OPEN MIND — "Profile of Dean Rusk." Weekly public affairs programming.

Guidance

When his first raise came through much earlier than
he'd expected, Dan knew his contribution to the Task Force
had been very much appreciated. His company also showed
this another way by assigning him to work on a similar
budget study for the Traffic Department.
Dan Miglio, like many young men, is impatient to make
things happen for his company and himself. There are few
places where such restlessness is more welcomed or rewarded than in the fast-growing telephone business.

*■>
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BELL TELEPHONE COMP/ "«ES
TELEPHONE MAN-OF-THE-MONTH

Exempting Speech
Freshmen who may wish
to attempt an exemption examination for Speech 100
are requested to check their
qualifications with Professor
Quimby.
Polligrow
Hall,
Roctn 309. before the end of
the first semester. An exemption examination will be
given before the start of the
second semester so that any
exempted may start their alternate course immediately.

h

■
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"HOTEL HOLLY"

BEST ENTERTAINMENT
IN MAINE
Main Street
Lewiston

h

+
LeBLANC'S
CLEANERS

10 Lafayette Street
Coin-Operated
DRY CLEANING
GIANT 12 lb LOAD
- Pressing on Premises •
5 Min. Walk from Campus

* ><
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Lines Written On First
Looking Into The Garnet
By JOHN BART '64

Rob Players To Show
Stark Mexican Movie
By SAMUEL WITHERS '65

This writer found himself faced this week with the task of reviewing the winter issue of the Garnet. After attempting what
might be called more conventional approaches at literary criticism
and failing with them, I decided that the only way would be to
"fight fire with fire". Or perhaps more appropriately, to use "a
hair of the dog that bit . . .", etc.

"I would make films which
. . . would convey to the audience the absolute certainty that
they DO NOT LIVE IN THE
BEST OF ALL POSSIBLE
WORLDS . . . The true "opium
of the audience" is conformity;
The following expresses the essence of my feelings about the and the entire, gigantic film
work contained in the Garnet.
world is dedicated to the propagation of this comfortable feeling, wrapped though it is at
Poems, "bitter" poems,
times in the insidious disguise of
I know not "how" they mean.
art."
Luis Bunuel
I only know no "caves of ice", no "pleasure domes"
Come to "begin the beguine".
Hundreds of Mexican films
cross our borders every year.
The "burning red", the searching shriek,
For North American tastes they
The Buck Rogers contraptions,
are over-romantic, heavy-handAttempt agony,
ed and slow. These are the reaBut come out like stale beer.
sons which confine them to the
Rather weak.
Spanish-language
theaters of
our bigger cities and border
towns. The scarcity of good
I look at least for "The poet's eye obscenely seeing",
Mexican films is indeed lamentI wait for the acrobat to get off the ground.
But I guess there must be some stray muses at the Lost and Found. able because its land and people
provide an excellent natural setting and subject matter for
I do not expect brilliance and vision.
movie making. It was in Mexico
This cannot be summoned.
that Sergei Eisenstein, the greatBut something else.
est director of all time, chose to
make his magnum opus, the unArt is not a finger exercise.
finished "Que Viva Mexico!"
Not something produced on assignment.
(No one was more surprised than old Jack Keats when
He found himself in Darien).
And please remember even he was speechless.
Somehow I can understand a season in hell,
But not one in limbo.
«...

i

New York Printmaker
Shows Works In
Treat Gallery

Lantern Room
- Bert's Drive-in 750 Sabattus St.
HOME OF THE 19c
HAMBURGER
(Dine At The
Lantern Room)

iNiiiiwiiiuiiii'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiniiniiiiiniiiiiii

Ritz Theatre
Thurs.-FrL-Sat.

"Summer Holiday"
'Cavalry Command'
Sun.-Mon.-Tues.

The Gallery is open from 2-3
p. m. every day.

"The Thrill
Of It All"

JERRY'S VARIETY

"Paranoiac"

203 College Street
ICE CREAM and CANDY
Of All Kinds

— Closed Wednesdays —

EMPIRE

u #yt r i ix i_

lg . Starring _

'..'.'..'.'. '. '.".'. '.'.'.'. '.

NOW

PLAYINC..

Vj^

An exhibit of semi-abstract
filtograph by Helen Gerardia is
now on display in the Treat
Gallery on the Bates Campus.
Helen Gerardia, well - known
painter and printmaker of New
York and Woodstock, exponent
of the semi-abstract stemming
from the cubism of Metzinger
and Leger, works in a highly
subjective fashion. At times she
employs the geometric optical
illusion of Albers and Vasarely
in compositions where sharply
defined geometric elements are
massed to suggest still life.
Gerardia has shown in important museums here and abroad.

W

PRISCILLA

"

JEAN GABIN \
ALAIN inDELON |
"ANY NUMBER
CAN WIN"
«
IT'S A NEW "RIFIFI"
Filmed In France 1

I
|
M.J.

A picture of violence and depravity, it is not recommended
to those with sensitive stomachs.
Unlike other super-realism films
which detail violence, "The
Young and the Damned" can
and does justify its brutal
scenes. In "Bitter Rice" we saw
the characters shoot it out in a
senseless and not terribly subtle
slaughter-house slaughter. One
WARD'S TV Inc.
COLOR and BLACK and WHITE
Complete Line of
Transistor Radios and Stereos
288 Lisbon St., Lew.

782-3711

THE
"HOBB"
*

*

A new year brings many
things, and this new year of
1964 is no exception. New problems and new errors, new decisions and new delays, new defeats and new hopes — all are
ushered in.

character after the other bit the
saw-dust from behind his hunk
of raw beef and it was difficult
to justify this carnage in terms
of the action in the rice paddies. In "The Young and The
But — and as buts go, this is
Damned" the adolescents all
a
big one — there is also a new
beat one another to death but at
least they do so out of sincerity, air, a new atmosphere, so to
hate, fear, and hunger.
speak. And this new atmosphere,
In 1929 Luis Bunuel collabor- in these environs, owe much to
ated with Salvador Dali to star- the foundation of a new organitle the art world with "Un Chien zation.
Andalou" — a classic of surThe organization I have in
realism. Although Bunuel continued to experiment with sur- mind is the ANDROSCOGGIN
realism, the intensity of his in- VALLEY ART ASSOCIATION,
volvement with the subject mat- an organization founded by and
ter of this film transforms it to for all who have a working or
super-realism.
He
manages, an academic involvement in the
arts.
however, to insert a purely surThis Thursday, January 16th,
realistic dream-sequence.
will
be devoted to the initial
In realistic cinema, the exterCharier Membership Meeting of
nal object is used as raw materthe AVAA. It will occur at 7:30
ial for a rational theme of sop.
m. in the offices of the archcial, economic, or scientific nature. In surrealism, the external itectural firm of Alonzo Harriman Associates, 292 Court Street,
object is removed from its habitual environment and used as Auburn.* Along with the forthe material to express irration- malities that accompany the
al visions. Taken out of its con- registration of the charter memventional context, and put into bers, there will be other activities.
new relationships it is recreated
An informal art exhibit will
cinematographically into the
original state of the dream. The be held, offering those in atexternal object in "The Young tendance examples of the more
and the Damned" shifts grounds recent efforts of the professional
artists of the region along with
but remains one object.
"Bitter Rice" fails as a mo- works submitted by the nontion picture for many reasons. professionals. The chairman for
First, there are the technical the evening is Miss Margaret
failures of poor subtitles and Alice Blouin whose indefatigible
unmerciful cutting and censor- efforts made all this possible.
ship. More important, it fails to Miss Blouin remarked quite ofcohere. It attempts to present a ten that she hopes to see all
dramatic event using the prin- Bates students at the meeting.
ciple of the documentary and
Your reporter, who
has
comes up with a sordid melo- worked with this most gracious
drama. "The Young and the lady, expressed some doubts reDamned" achieves success in the garding a 100% turn-out of the
areas where "Bitter Rice" fails. Bates student body; but, so as
It is technically taught. There is not to appear overly-pessimisabsolute obedience to the direc- tic, he also expressed his belief
tor. In plot and direction it is that many of the members of the
frightening and flawless. And Bates Art Association will no,
the most important success is in doubt be there.
Bunuel's fusion of the dramatic
Pam Ball '64, leader of the
narrative and documentary reBates
contingent, will be among
alism. This film, to be shown at
7:00 and 9:00 on January 17, is those in attendance; and anyone
probably the best so far this sea- else who is planning to come is
most welcome. I hope to see you
son.
there and until then mes amis,
a bientot.
g.d.g.

Clark's Drug Store
DRUGS

*

CHEMICALS

BIOLOGICALS

LAUNDRY
SERVICE

Main St. at Bates St.

•For those who are still somewhat new to the area, Auburn is
a suburb of Lewiston, located
across the River. It sometimes is
regarded as a city all its own —
but this is a view held only by
the natives.

OF ALL
TeL 783-2011

TYPES

HEADQUARTERT

Fri., Sat., Sun.

FOR

"Tarzan Goes to
India"

DIAMONDS

JOCK

Sun.,-Mon.-Tues.—

The film audience will find
nothing romantic, heavy-handed,
or slow about "Los Olvivados"
released to us as "The Young
and the Damned". It is a stark,
uncompromising treatment of
the ' violence and desperation of
the poverty-haunted forgotten
youth of Mexico. Winning the
Grand Prize for direction at the
Cannes International Film Festival in 1951, it is one of the
finest movies to have emerged
from Mexico.

AA
A

Members American Gem Society

MAHONEY
SIMI

CASH - CHARGE - BUDGET

"Bachelor in
Paradise"
BOB HOPE
LANA TURNER

A Color, CinemaScope Show
Continuous Fri. from 5 p. m.
Sat. from 1 p. m.
Sun. from 3 p. m.
JXSXJi-llLUlUi ii ii 1,1 H ti li {SEEPa

J

JEWELER

SabalNHtt.

Open DaUr 11:00 AJH. to 2:00

73 Lisbon St.

Lewiston

00
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Letter To The Editor

Editorials
Femme Fatality
Betty Bates is not an event with which we have been involved during the years, yet it is with mixed feelings that
we note its passing.
The WAA board is undoubtedly right that the women are
not interested in having a Betty Bates Week. The initial
aims of the program have been lost, and the judging had indeed become a personality contest.
In view of this we applaud the WAA's discontinuance of
this empty tradition. Their efforts to find what Bates
women are interested in, and to plan varied programs
throughout the year to meet these interests are commendable. It is precisely this kind of action, this willingness to
change in the hope of something better, which will improve
Bates College. What we wonder about, however, is the students for whom this action is being taken.
The women are not interested in Betty Bates, but what
are they interested in? Only 122 of the 300 who received petitions asking them to indicate their preferences, bothered
to return them.
In chapel, last Monday, Nils Holt spoke on "Bates Beliefs"
and Norman Bowie asked, "What's Wrong with Liberal Education?" Both, however, were talking about the same thing.
Bates College has long emphasized "the best interests of
Bates College and its students." Evidently Bates students
have made this same division in their thinking, and their
interests do not include Bates College.
As Bowie said, Bates students are primarily concerned
about "My work, My exams, My problems, My interests."
"College, for him, is merely a means to a good job and
steady income."
We deplore this situation, but do not claim to have any
easy answers to the problem. In part, we think this student
attitude is engendered by Bates College, and in the "interest
of Bates College" will initiate in our next issue a series of
comments about this situation.
We do think that the WAA Board has acted wisely, and
suggest that women who have thoughts on this matter let
the WAA Board know about them.

Winter Carnival
The annual Bates Winter Carnival will again be held on
the weekend after final exams. The Outing Club, after trying unsuccessfully to gain Extra-Curricular Activity Committee approval for a change of date, has decided once more
to stage Winter Carnival between semesters.
In recent years, attendance has been declining, but encouraged by the large advance sale, and the promise of
known entertainment in the Journeymen, the Outing Club
hopes that this year's Carnival will be a success.
If it is not, then serious consideration will be given to discontinuing Winter Carnival.
If, in the light of declining attendance, a change of date
continues to be vetoed, then it is almost certain that Winter
Carnival will become another addition to the growing list of
discontinued events at Bates College.

"Bates

Student
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To the Editor:
Professor Tagliabue's "Notes
From A November - December
Journal" (Dec. 11 STUDENT)
is a tremendously moving and
beautiful piece of writing.
After reading it, one comprehends more completely the deep
admiration many of you hold for
the extremely talented man.
If you have not already done
so, do send a copy to Mrs. Kennedy.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Henry Jurgens

Hungarians Play
With Delicacy,
Fine Precision
By JOAN TOBEY '64
. . . O chestnut tree, great
rooted blossomer,
Are you the leaf, the blossom or the bole?
O body swayed to music, O
brightening glance.
How can we know the
dancer from the dance?"
William Butler Yeais
With delicate touch and dancing intensity, the Philharmonia
Hungarica conducted by Miltiades Caridis presented a concert on January 6 at the Lewiston High School. The program
for the evening was: Marosszek
Dances by Zoltan Kodaly, Symphony No. 8 in F major by
Ludwig van Beethoven, Hungarian Pictures by Bela Bartok,
and Overture-Fantasia by Peter
Ilyitch Tschaikowsky.
The first piece, Marosszek
Dances, opened on a strong low
note played by the strings and
woodwinds; these gave way to
soft and dancing solos by flute,
oboe, and violin. Throughout the
number, one could feel the
strength in the strings and inter-weaving of the instruments.
This was a brilliant and clear
dance, glittering, but without ostentation. Its world premiere
performance was given in 1930
by the New York Philharmonic
Orchestra under the direction of
Arturo Toscanini. The thematic
material for this was taken from
traditional melodies which Kodaly collected in the Marosszek
district.
The Hungarian Pictures were
five small compositions played
in a lively way. Four of these
were exhilerating in their dance
and variation. The fifth, a soft
piece called "Melody," opened
in utter stillness, it seemed, as
the woodwinds gently played.
This quietness had real
strength, though, as strings
playing tremelo (playing very
quick, repeated, short notes like
a trembling in the wrist movement) and base tones gave real
vibrancy and depth of creation.
The piece then returned to the
opening quietness.
The orchestra played with real
feeling and good quality of tone
in the final number, OvertureFantasia: Romeo and Juliet. The
balance of parts would give way
to screaming intensity of strings,
crashing cymbals, smooth violas,
and roll of the timpani, all to
give a real feeling of strife.
The Philharmonic Hungarica
seemed very capable in its orchestral qualities. They had
great depth of feeling as shown
in their whole performance.
Conducting the entire program
without a musical score, Caridis
directed them with full intensity
of mind and body. The concert
was beautiful, precise, and of a
fine quality.

Stringer Criticizes
Cigarette Advertising
Exploitation Cited
The following article was
written by William H. Stringer,
Chief of the Washington Bureau
of the CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR, and appeared in the July
13, 1963 issue of that newspaper
in the state of the Nation's column. It was entitled "To TeenAgers Who Smoke," and is reprinted in the Bates STUDENT
with the full permission of Mr.
Stringer. Though written before
the recent Surgeon General's
report on the use of tobacco, indicating a positive correlation
between smoking and the incidence of certain diseases, it presents a valid and informed point
of view of smoking.
This column is addressed
mainly to teen-agers who smoke
— and to any adults who might
be reading over their shoulder.
It has a single message:
Friend, you're being exploited.

I In the language of old Broad. way, Hello sucker!
Exploited? Sure, the tobacco
j companies have been trying to
get you to smoke. And you've
succumbed.
Now the companies seem to
be acquiring "morals." In a recent statement George V. Allen,
president of the Tobacco Institute, said the industry's position
is that "smoking is a custom for
adults." That's recent.
Because here's a last month's
magazine for hot rodders, the
young enthusiasts who build
up, beef up, paint up old automobiles. Most kids can drive at
16. Hot rodders come in sizes
14-y ears-old and up. On the
back of this magazine is a cigarette ad. The young fellow
smoking might be 20, or 16. To
whom do you think this advertisement is addressed?
You
answer.
* * *

These people has been trying
to fasten a habit on you. And
millions of you have been
lapping it up.
Just now, six major cigarette
manufacturers
have met and isBy PETER REICH '65
sued a statement that "it is not
London, January 2. I had the intent of the industry to prolunch with Prexy last week, at mote or encourage smoking
the Dorchester. Evelyn Breck among youth." They said that
and Emily Blowen made it down persons featured in advertising
from Manchester on their way "should be, and should appear to
to France for some skiing. The be. adults."
Prexys had a nice room with a
Sen. Maurine Neuberger (D)
view on the Taylor-Burton suite. of Oregon, who's bringing out a">
We talked about that for a while book on smoking this fall, calls
and then got on to other things. this a modest action. She says
From what Prexy says, it that "the American law courts
seems that fewer sophomores are moving inexorably toward
than last year have put in ap- cigarette manufacturer liability
plications for the Bates Junior to lung cancer victims" and sees
Year Abroad program. It is still the time when the industry will
not too late for freshmen, and a have to issue frequent warnings
few sophomores could probably to its customers, to avoid lawstill swing it. Bates is not only suits.
Last month Canadian tobacco
offering its students the opportunity to learn in a larger Uni- manufacturers announced they
versity, and to travel, it is also would not run cigarette comgiving liberal arts students a mercials on radio or television
chance to learn a whole new before 9 p.m. In May the Naway of life in a foreign country. tional Congress of Parents and
Teachers voted to step up its
It is very difficult to give reaagainst
teen - age
sons why not to go, unless one campaign
smoking. The American Cancer
really doesn't want to. FinancialSociety is taking similar action.
ly and scholastically, the Bates
In some high schools, clubs, and
JYA program is a success.
groups have been formed to disCredit Given
courage smoking. People are
If students follow a program waking up, you see.
» * *
of courses which corresponds in
What
gave
you the idea, first
some way to what he misses at
Bates, the Curriculum Commit- of all, that it was hep and
tee usually gives full credit for sophisticated to smoke? Maybe
a year's work. Thus nothing is it was the example of your parlost academically and a great ents. Maybe others in the crowd
smoke. Maybe you're just showdeal is gained.
ing your freedom from society,
Financially, I expect to spend or from parental discipline. But
this year about as much or you're being exploited, just the
less than what I would have same. Smoking isn't going to do
spent at Bates. And that in- you any good. And there's very
cludes passage to and from Eu- strong physical evidence that it
rope, room, board, tuition, inci- does you harm. That isn't scare
dentals, and travelling in Europe talk, it's common sense, like
before school started, Christmas, telling you not to drink DDT.
and Easter vacations.
Is abstinence a worthy objecEvelyn, Emily, and I agreed, tive? Think it over. And think
in our talk with Prexy, that this of all those ads picturing young
year is proving to be invaluable people and athletes and youth's
educationally, socially, cultural- folk heroes, all puffing away.
ly, and emotionally. Not only Even some liquor companies
are we getting a more liberal urge moderation in their ads.
education, but we are also Ever see a cigarette ad urging
learning what other educational moderation?
These companies will have a
systems are — learning indeed
exactly what a liberal education rising public health concern to
is, that we can better appreciate deal with. You've got only yourand criticize the values of the self to handle. Going to continue
liberal arts education.
to be misused?

SOUTH OF PARIS

■
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Memo From
By WILLIAM HISS '66

sweep up the sand where you
had spread it. In the spring I
To: all gnomes
hear a lot of griping about the
Re: general gnome policies
hand mowers. This spring we
1. Tools: You boys are going will have sit-down mowers opto have to use the prescribed erated with foot pedals.
tools from now on. We're getting
2. Pinching: Pinching the
too efficient. Leaves are to be
collected
with
shovels
and girls is expressly forbidden. I've
wheelbarrows. Snow is to be re- had a number of complaints on
moved by the use of coal shov- this. You are allowed to pinch
els and brooms; and throw it the housemothers; I've had a
somewhere where it will have to number of requests. Now I realize that J.B. is a long walk,
be moved again.
but it's good for morale.
Only one bucketful of sand at
3. Working in groups: In the
a time is to be taken from the
gnome shack. When the snow past, it has been the firm policy
clears you will be expected to of the organization that when-

The

FIVE

Gnome-In-Chief

ever two or more gnomes are together, that only one may work
at a time. You have been very
g6\)d about adhering to this, but
now the policy is going to be
extended, so that whenever one
gnome is within sight of another, only one may work at a
time.
4. Bomb shelters: The bomb
shelter under the gnome shack
is for our use. The shelter under the administration building
is for the students, faculty, administration and friends of the
college. Attendance will be taken. An unexcused absence will

•

mean an academic overcut and
instantaneous death. The students in the shelter will have
their choice of toilet facilities or
food.
In the event of an attack the

MODULATIONS

By LAUREL BOOTH '66
During the semester WRJR
i offered a training program for
' all students seeking a broadcasting license. To obtain a license,
the students studied the policy
! of the F.C.C. as well as the radio
station's console system. Those
people successfully completing
the program included: James
Filakosky '67, David Lloyd '67,
Ted Foster '65, Robert Parker
'66, Lee Pollock '64, Miles Cornthwaite '64, Bruce Harrison '67,
Albert Armington '67, David
Sutherland '67 and Lois Rider
'67.
Directly after finals, WRJR
will conduct a campus-wide
survey, affording the opportunity
to contribute criticisms and suggestions concerning the station's
programming and coverage on
our campus. The purpose of this
survey is to indicate how WRJR
may better serve the Bates community.

following procedure will go into
effect: first, the pool and pingpong tables from our recreation
room are moved into the shelter. Next, somebody will go get
all the Glenn Miller records from
the Chase Hall Dance Committee. The plumbing in the other
bomb shelter will be turned off.
There is only one bathroom, but
with a thousand people using it,
they can waste a lot of water.
All heat and electricity in the
buildings will be turned off, but
the B.C. lights will be left on in
case any couples are locked out
of the shelter. Finally, the faculty and students have requested
that in the event of a direct hit
on downtown Lewiston, that the
Hathorn bell be rung one hundred times.

Art Contest
This winter there will be
held an Art Competition
among any Bates students
interested.
The
winning
work will be exhibited in
the Treat Gallery in Pettigrew. Please sec Dr. Goldat
(104 Hathorn) for further
details of the competition.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
<•■

.

with a
Canal Bank Insured
Education Loan
+ BORROW up to $10,000 for Four Yean
•fa TAKE up to 8 yean to Repay
■fr YOU Borrow One Amount
_
You or.the College will receive an annual or semiannual disbursement.

' RsALTHFir* CAEPS FAS-Tgf? GUNTHEJ? — t &OT
A FINAL EXAfsA TO TAKE IN A FEW MINUTE S.«

if YOU are INSURED for the Full Amount
In the event of your death, the college will continue to
receive the regular disbursement — at no cost to your
estate.
* YOUR LOAN COVERS ALL NORMAL COLLEGE
EXPENSES
For complete information, mail the attached coupon or Bring it in to your nearest Canal Office

Portland
Middle St.
Congress Sq.
Forest Ave.
Monument Sq.
Pine Tree North Gate
South Portland
Old Orchard Beach
Yarmouth
Scarborough
Gorham
Saco
Falmouth
Biddeford
Windham
Lewiston
Brunswick
"

I

)

Dial 782-7421 Daytime
Dial 784-8165 Nights
SHELL PRODUCTS
Lowest Prices in Town

LOU'S PLACE
Catering to Bates Students
Enjoy Yourself Where the Gang
Meets
.
Regular Meals
Served — Pizzas — Steaks —
Sandwich es
—
Refreshments
777 Main St.
Lewiston
Opp. the Mart

Lewiston's Only Radio Dispatch
24 Hour Wrecker Service
Leonard Turcotte, Prop.
865 Sabattus St.
Lewiston

TURCOTTE'S
GARAGE

BUY WHERE MOST BATES PEOPLE DO
See SHEP LEE at

. . .

ADVANCE AUTO SALES, INC.

Picas* «tnd ma full Information on trio
Canal Insurod Education Loan.
i

Addre

olkank: Box 231, P.arl St. Statin, Portland

BEDARD'S
MAINE'S ONLY
DRIVE-IN PHARMACY
Phone 4-7521
Lewiston. Maine
Cor. College and Sabattus Sis.

J

24 FRANKLIN STREET
AUBURN. MAINE
Dial 784-5775 or 782-2686
VALIANT-PLYMOUTH
CHRYSLER-IMPERIAL
5-Year and 50,000 Mile Guarantee
— GUARANTEED USED CARS —
Excellent Service on All Makes
10% Discount on All Service Work to Bales-Affiliated People
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Final Exam Schedule
Monday, Jan. 20
8:00 A.M.
French 331
Government 100
Psychology 311
Religion 100
Speech 245
10:15 A. M.
Secretarial 113
(3:00 sect. - Libbey)
1:15 P.M.
English 401
Government 450
History 217
Mathematics 203
Sociology 410
(
Speech 231
3:30 P.M.
French 241
(Hathorn)
Tuesday, Jan. 21
8:00 A.M.
Cultural Heritage 301
10:15 A. M.
English 100
Speech 100
Speech 405
1:15 P.M.
French 131
Government 219
Mathematics 411
Wednesday, Jan. 22
8:00 A.M.
French 103
German 201
German 251
German 353
German 453
Philosophy 413
Spanish 103
1:15 P.M.
Biology 221
Economics 100
Economics 201
English 301
French 352
History 275
Thursday, Jan. 23
8:00 A.M.
Biology 231
Biology 339
Chemistry 401
English 241
German 311
Psychology 240
10:15 A. M.
Geology 203
Government 327
Mathematics 314
Sociology 100
1:15 P.M.
Astronomy 101
Chemistry 251
Chemistry 305
Economics 217
English 334
-*
German 421
History 313
Religion 211
Friday. Jan. 24
8:00 A.M.
Biology 101
Government 331
Philosophy 200
1:15 P.M.
Chemistry 105
Music 201
(Pettigrew)
Psychology 401
Spanish 111
Speech 221
Secretarial 113
(1:00 sect. - Libbey)
3:30 P.M.
Economics 321
History 214
Sociology 219

COLLEGE PHARMACY, INC.

PRESCRIPTIONS
PROMPTLY FILLED!

*
"You rely on your doctor —
rely on ui"
*
143 COLLEGE ST - LEWISTON. ME.
Tel STate 23771

Saturday, Jan. 25
8:00 AM.
Economics 301
Education 331
History 115
10:15 AM.
Education 343
Physics 271
Physics 315
Sociology 241
Secretarial 215
(Libbey)
1:15 P.M.
Biology 431
English 211
Government 214
History 315
Physics 371
Russian 201
3:30 P.M.
Spanish 101
Spanish 301
(Hathorn)
Monday, Jan. 27
8:00 A. M.
English 111
French 207
Philosophy 325
Physics 474
Sociology 301
'
1:15 P.M.
Cultural Heritage 401
3:30 P.M.
English 200
Tuesday, Jan. 28
8:00 A.M.
Biology 311
Education 441
German 101
1:15 P.M.
Economics 315
English 341
French 101
Geology 101
Mathematics 301
P. E. 309M
Psychology 350
Sociology 315
Wednesday, Jan. 29
8:00 A.M.
Psychology 201
10:15 A. M.
Health 101M
Health 101W
1:15 P.M.
History 225
Mathematics 103
Mathematics 105
3:30 P.M.
Chemistry 313
Spanish 241
(Hathorn)
Thursday, Jan. 30
8:00 A.M.
Biology 214
Chemistry 101
Chemistry 421
Economics 301
English 231
Geology 316
History 227
History 261
Mathematics 106
Philosophy 369
Physics 331
(Carnegie)
Spanish 401
Unless otherwise indicated, all
final examinations will be held
in the gymnasium.

Down East Classic
December 11
Bates (76)
Beisswanger
Cummings
Hine
Beaudry
Krzynowek
Stevens
Gardiner
Johannesen Johnson
Mischler
Wyman

at Bates
Downeast Classic - at Bangor
FG FT Pts
First Round Dec. 27
5
7
Bates
(68)
FG FT Pis
6
3
15
1
0
2 Beisswanger
0
6
6
0
12 Cummings
6
12
7
2
16 Hine
1
7
1
0
2 Beaudry
1
3
0
0
0 Krzynowek
3
17
1
1
3 Stevens
3
9
2
0
4 Gardiner
1
1
2
1
5 Johannesen
2
2
0
0
0 Johnson
0
6
Mischler
1
5
Totals
31
14
76 Wyman
0
0
Maine (88)
FG FT Pts
Giuene
10
6
26
Totals
25
18 68
Svendsen
9
7
25
FG FT Pis
Strang
4
0
8 Colby (75)
Brewer
10
1
21 Federman
8 30
1
Woodbury
3
1
7 Stevens
3
3
9
Harnum
0
1
1 Dyhrberg
2
5
1
Stone
11
3
25
Totals
36
16 88 Oberg
0
1
1
Halftime Score: Maine 42, Bates Swartz
0
0
0
41. Officials: Gentile, Busa.
McNabb
2
0
4
Gibbons
0
0
0
Eck
0
0
0
TRACK MEET
Due to Graduate Record
Astor
0
1
1
Exams, the Saturday track
Phillips
0
0
0
meet will be split into two
sections. The discus event
Totals
29
17 75
will commence at 3:30 p. m.
and the exciting running
Halftime Score: Colby 41, Bates
events at 6:15 p.m.
32. Officials: Whytock, DeRenzo.

Downeast Classic - at Bangor
Consolation Game Dec. 28
Bates (89)
FG FT Pts
Beisswanger
2
5
9
Cummings
8
8 24
Hine
0
1
1
Beaudry
2
2
6
Krzynowek
8
7 23
Stevens
0
0
0
Gardiner
0
1
1
Johannesen
3
0
6
Johnson
0
0
0
Mischler
7
5
19
Totals
Maine (96)
McGonagle
Harnum
Vanidestine
Woodbury
McKinnon
Svendsen
Gillene
Strang
Brewer
Flahive
Spreng
Dunham

30

29

89

FG
5
1
1
6
3
7
7
5
1
0
3
0

FT
0
2
2
1
2
5
2
2
1
1
0
0

Pts
10
4
4
13
8
19

39

18

96

Totals

Halftime Score: Maine 45, Bates
33. Score at End of Regulation:
Bates 79, Maine 79. Score After
First Overtime: Bates 85, Maine
85. Officials: Whytock, DiRenzo.

STUDENT SPECIAL

WOMEN
MEN
Be Physically Fit —
Be Figure Perfect for
the Fall fashions —
Obtain a waistline and
a pair of shoulders
with so little effort
. . . The figure that
you will be proud to
display on your fav-C
nature intended for
orite beach , . .
you can be yours . . .
PERSONALLY SUPERVISED PROGRAMS
FOR MEN AND WOMEN

CALL NOW! 783-2279
FOR YOUR FREE TRIAL — NO OBLIGATION

ASK ABOUT REDUCED RATES
FOR STUDENTS
To Prove Our Sincerity
3 MONTHS FREE
If we fail to get these
results in 60 days!
Add Wz" on each
arm, V/z" on chest
and shoulders, gain
12 lbs. of body weight.
Overweight, lose 15
lbs. in 60 days, 61/2"
off hips and waist.

To Prove Our Sincerity
3 MONTHS FREE
If we fail to get these
results in 60 days —
Lose 15 lbs. excess
body-weight, lose 6/2"
off hips and waist, lose
1" off ankles. Underweight or normal, improve posture, add 2"
to buslline, re-proportion.

LEWISTON HEALTH STUDIO
AND FIGURE SALON

1119 LISBON ST.

LEW.

TEL. 783-2279

HAR-BRO 'DO-JO'

SCHOOL OF SELF-DEFENSE
Classes for Men and Women
Call 3-2279

J

ROLLINS
Office Supply Co., Inc.
Office Furniture & Supplies
249 Main St., Lewiston, Maine
Phone 782-0141

Complete FLORIST Service
DUBE'S
Flower Shop, Inc.
Roger and Regina LaBrecque

EVEN A SLIDE RULE

195 Lisbon Street

Dial 784-4587

Lewiston

— FLOWERS WIRED WORLD WIDE —

. . . won't find the answer to "missing dollars"
But a Depositors Trust Company Special Checking
account will.
When you pay all your bills with a Depositors Special
Check, you know where your money goes.
No minimum balance required!
No maintenance or service
charge! You pay for the checks
and no more!

16

12
3
1
6
0

VICTOR NEWS COMPANY
50 Ash Street, Lewiston

Opposite Post Office

PAPERBACKS
LARGEST SELECTION OF PAPERBACKS
IN THE STATE
Barnes & Noble College Outline Series

— SCHOOL SUPPLIES
Trust Company
"Th* Bank Thai is Busy Building Maine"
muti« IIOHAL DWOVT MUflAhCf CO*tOtATKM
XMHi HWI.I miivi irsnu

—

Book Dept. open 8:30 a. m.-lO p. m.; Sundays to 9:30 p. m.
First Floor open 5:30 a. m.-lO p. m.; Sundays to 9:30 p. m.
SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
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WAA News
By MARCIA FLYNN *65
The "ole matrons" of Rand
came through the volleyball
season with a victory and the
other teams are wondering how
those Ageless Demons of the
game teethered to a victory?? In
any case, we have to hand them
the win on a "dinner plate" as
the team is having a private
dinner tonight in the small dinSelected this week for Bobcat
ing room at Rand.
honors is junior track star Tom
A tie is promised for the Bowditch. Tom, in the track
second
place
winner.
Page meet with Northeastern this
Four and Cheney House each past Friday night, set a school
won seven games and met each and personal record of 6 ft., 5->4
other last Friday for a very in. in the high jump. The old
close contest. Page just squeaked mark was 6 ft., 4V4 in.
Tom, a biology major, is a naout a win over Cheney to end
tive of Rye, New Hampshire. As
the season in a tie.
a high schooler at Portsmouth,
Many Thanks
Thanks must be rendered to
Lynn Avery at this time for
sponsoring a very successful
season for W.A.A. Only two
games had to be cancelled due
to a lack of players — a far
better record than those in past
seasons. Each team was allowed
to play every other team instead
of those teams in its own league
— a system not attempted in
years past. With one good season
in the past, let's have an equally good basketball season!

Bobcat Of The Week

TV RENTALS - SALES
Free Delivery
BATES ELECTRONICS
783-2269
783-0608
(Hartwell photo)

PINELAND
MOTEL
Phones in Rooms
■ Free TV Located on U.S. 202
2 Miles North of Maine
Turnpike Exit 12
Washington St.
Auburn. Maine
Dial 783-2044

LEWISTON
Phone 784-4511

Maine great
fashion store
*

where Bates
students have
found the
* QUALITY
* VARIETY
* STYLE
they wanted
since 1880
*

Make Peck's your
thrifty, satisfactory
shopping habit.

N. H., Tom was high pointman
on his track squad as a senior,
and was the recipient of the
Howard Hunt trophy, symbolic
of the most valuable track performer.
We congratulate Tom on a
most noteworthy achievement.

Two Soccer Men
Place ALL-N.E.
Two Bates soccer players were
recently named to the honorable
mention N.C.A.A All-New England Intercollegiate Soccer team.
Representing the Garnet are
right fullback Bob Thompson
and center forward Bob Lanz.
Both players were previously
selected to the states' All Maine
team.
Three players from Colby's
state championship team were
selected. They are Dave Kelley,
Starback Smith and Jean-Paul
N. Joya. Bowdoin placed only
one man, Hans Hede.
The players receive an individual award and the school re?eives a plaque for the honor.
On Route 100 & 202, Just Outside Auburn, Half Mile from
Turnpike Exit No. 12 . . Phone
783-1488 . . . Room Phone
STARDUST MOTEL
Exclusive But Not Expensive

SEVEN

Trackmen Prepare For
Sat. Meet With Maine
Coach Walt Slovenski's indoor track team is preparing
hopefully in the cage for its
Saturday encounter with the
mighty University of Maine. The
meet will be held here, and the
Garnet hopes to extend its
streak of three consecutive victories at home against its arch

five years: Maine has been consistently strong and Bates consistently weak in the weights.
He also stresses the fact that
this is "the" meet, the one the
boys try hardest for.
Bates has the advantage in
the sprints, hurdles, and high
jump. The Garnet relay is also

Chris Mossberg goes over 12 feet (Hartwell photo)
rival.
On the alternate years, Maine
has won four straight in its own
cage, giving strength to the
adage that home teams are favorably influenced by their surrounding.
As for advantages, Maine has
a decided one in the weights.
They are expected to sweep all
three events, as they usually do
in the annual meet. A three
event sweep means twenty-seven
points, and it only takes sixtytwo to win. Hence, Bates has its
work cut out for it.
But the word from Coach Slovenski is that the home team
has a very good chance to take
the meet. For he points out that
there has been no difference in

INFORMATIVE
ENJOYMENT:
On WCBB
Channel 10
STERLING PATTERNS
in
Towle — Gorham — Lunl
Reed and Barton
International — Wallace

i 50 Lisbon Street

Dial 784-5241

very strong.
The
keenest
competition
should be in the 1,000 yard run,
the 600 yard run, and the two
mile run, which promises to be
the best race of the day. Heinrich and Judkins of Maine will
face McKusick and Wilhelmsen
of Bates in the latter race. Falquer and Spruce meet Bates'
Ford and Binnewig in the 600.
The broad jump is also termed
as a toss-up.
With regard to last Saturday's
trouncing at Northeastern, Coach
Slovenski felt little dismay. He
pointed out that Northeastern is
perhaps the best indoor track
team in New England, and they
should go undefeated.
Outstanding in the meet for
Bates was high jumper Tom
Bowditch, who broke the former
school record of 6 ft. 4V4 in. with
a leap of 6 ft. 5}4 in. Also, all
four of the Bates pole-vaulters
eclipsed the twelve-foot mark.
Chris Mossberg won the event
at 12 ft., 6 in., followed by
teammates Tom Hiller, Bob
Kramer and Jon Olson.
As many students as possible
are urged to come out to cheer
for Bates in the "battle of the
home team victories".

DeWITT
MOTOR
HOTEL
40 Pine Street
Catering to
INDIVIDUAL AND
GROUP PARTIES
Sunday and Holiday Dinners
A Gormei's Delight

WANTED

Provencher Hill

TWO SKI BUMS to entertain guests (banjo, guitar,

FLORIST

As Sliver Sees It
By MARK SILVERSTEIN '64
On January 6 at approximately 7:50 p.m., Mike Washington
dumped in a charity toss to officially inaugurate the 1964 intramural basketball season. With
the area and play of former
Smith South hoopster Walter
Lasher and fine team direction
of big John Devendorf, Smith
North rolled over an ailing (no
talent) Smith South combine
44-27.
In A league action, a speedy
Smith Middle quintet, sparked
by the playmaking of Bob Lanz,
completely destroyed the West
Parker cagers 65-41. Despite the
early loss of Ralph Whittum to
a sprained ankle, the "Middies"
proved that they have the
horses to head the field in the
A League competition.
The big action in the net circuit, however, came last Saturday when a highly-touted John
Bertram club met head on with
the talented Off-Campus playboys and found them anything
but playful. J.B. showed their
strength, but the O.C. octet had
too many shooters to be denied
as they routed the determined
J.B. squad, 73-62.
Mark Silverstein set up shop
in the corner for 21 markers,
while Jim Wallach had a lease
on the base line as he contributed to the cause. The big surprise was Art Agnos, who dusted off some old moves to riddle
the J.B. defenses for 21. John
Lanza played outstanding defense while notching an additional 6 buckets.
J.B., still reeling from their
day-old loss, regrouped Sunday
afternoon to stagger past a firedup Roger Bill five, 49-48. In the
closest game of the young season, J.B. rode out the storm
with Bob Thompson and Ron
Vance at the helm steering
their crew to a winning port.
Nevertheless, Doug Macko and
his henchmen showed they are
capable of causing extreme
havoc in the A loop.
Other action throughout the
circuit saw J.B.'s B I club sneak
by Roger Bill 30-27, while in B II
Off-Campus kept up their winning ways. On Thursday, January 9, the playboys, led by
Bloomenthal
and
Whe1en,
warmed up with a 34-17 thumping of John Bertram and came
back Sunday to take the measure of East Parker 39-33. Another B II contest brought Roger
Bill on top of Roger Bill 31-24,
while in C, J.B. set aside the
Smith South threat. In C II action West Parker defeated East
Parker 26-18, and East Parker
defined the word "destruction"
in a 39-6 "horendo" over a completely undermined Roger Bill
club.
I must extend congratulations
to a fine John Bertram volleyball team as they wrapped up
their second A league championship. Thank you, Walt Lasher,
for assistance in writing this
outstanding article.
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base vile, accordion) in exchange for free board
and room in ski lodge Friday and Saturday nites

FLOWERS FOR

during ski season. Please contact Evelyn Glatz,

ALL OCCASIONS

Pleasant Mt. Rd.. Bridgton, Me., phone 647-2385.

TeL 784-5563

Corner Ash and Lisbon Sis.
Member American Gem Soc.
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Cagers Drop Talented MAT., 63-56
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By DON DELMORE '64

By NICK BASBANES
In sports, an always important segment of the game is the
crowd. A boistrous gathering of partisan fans can often help
to swing a close contest into a happy victory. And when the
crowd keeps itself within the bounds of decency, it is an accepted and desirable fixture of the game. All the victors
can do in such a situation is put out as hard as they can,
hope for the best, and hold their composure. The best way
to quiet a noisy crowd is to give a top performance.
I mention this because Bales fans are usually rabid and
enthusiastic about their teams. All you have to do to see this
in evidence is to take in a home basketball game. The crowd,
like the Bobcat its school so aptly personifies, is a snarling
and mean kind of monster. The cat in the stands adds an
element of color and enthusiasm, comedy and spirit to the
play of the game. Take for example last Wednesday's game
with Colby. The game was a crucial one. Both teams were
in contention for state laurels. Bates had won the first encounter at Colby, a state upset, and was hoping to repeat
the same at home. But Colby was hot. And so were the
fans. The throaty throng focused its attention on three different areas: the officials, a star, and a common (I use the
word loosely) player.
The crowd cajoled the officials for perfectly rational reasons: they were poor. The quality of officiating seen this
year has been consistently bad. And this isn't said in a sour
grapes manner, for the calls went bad against both sides.
And in addition to making bad calls, they missed obvious
ones. The fans were incensed, and let the arbiters knows
about it.
As for the star, because he is good, he is an obvious object for harassment. Instead of letting the noise rattle his
performance, he led his team to victory. But he loosened up
once late in the second half. Replaced by a substitute, and
with victory evidently secure, he contemptuously shot an
eagle at his dissident admirers. When he could have let his
fine achievement stand as an answer to the crowd, he instead tarnished his golden image by succumbing to the
pressure.
The common player received the sting of scorn for several reasons. In the first half, as he and a Bates player were
pursuing a loose ball, the whistle blew for a jump ball. Embittered by failure, he pushed the Bates player, but wasn't
called for the foul. Before they were to jump, he pushed
away the extended hand of the Bates player. The crowd
was receptive to this unsportsmanlike conduct. He was
plagued through the rest of the game. In the second half,
after three passionate attempts, he finally scored his sole
points of the game, and proudly waved at his tormentors. He
had a lot to be proud of: he showed himself to be both a
poor sport and a mediocre player.
To conclude, I remind all of you that tonight we meet our
friends from Bowdoin in the gym. Show up — Harry will
be here.
TEXACO
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Bates shocked a favored M.I.T. squad Saturday night 63-56 in Alumni gymnasium.
The hustling Bobcats registered this prestige victory after being upset 76-69 earlier in the
week by the Colby Mules, a defeat which threw a wrench into any aspirations for a State
Series championship.
Open In Zone
Colby opened the game in a
zone defense to reduce the
number of clear-outs the 'Cats
have employed so successfully
this
campaign.
Bates again
showed the Mules a zone press.
However, the visitors overcame
it and managed to bring the ball
upcourt more often than not.
The 'Cats jumped off to a 2-0
lead on a Bill Beisswanger jump
shot from near the top of the
key. Ken Federman tied it at
2-2 on a push from the side. At
this point the game went into
a seesaw battle throughout the
next six minutes. Colby finally
began to widen their lead midway through the first half.
Sparked by John Stevens and
Ken Stone, the Mules opened a
39-21 lead with only 2:10 of the
Fight for ball beneath the nets (Hartwell photo)
first half action remaining.
thriller. It was a big win for Peck here inserted his second
Not Close Enough
Two quick baskets by Carl Bates, as M.I.T. entered the unit with only six minutes re"Ingo" Johannesen and one by game with an impressive 9-3 rec- maining and Bates on top 40-36.
Don Beaudry cut it to a nearly ord, as opposed to the 2-6 record The strategy worked superbly as
respectable edge of 41-27 at half- of the host squad.
Bob Mischler, Bob Johnson, and
time. It had been a long twenty
Will Gardiner hit for quick
The 'Cats jumped off to an buckets and the 'Cats spurted
minutes for the Bobcats, as they
were hurt especially in the re- early lead and managed to pro- into another lead. The rested
bounding department. The Col- tect it throughout the contest. starting unit returned with 2:10
by forecourt trio of Stevens, The first half ended with Bates remaining and iced the victory,
Federamn, and Larry Dyhrberg on top 32-26. The Bobcats were pulling away as time ran out.
proved too much for the smaller doing an excellent job in the re- Krzynowek Leads
bounding department, keeping
'Cat forwards to handle.
Hustling
Ted
Krzynowek,
An inspired Bobcat quintet M.I.T.'s tall and talented center playing his finest game of the
came back, now ready to play Bill Eagleson away from the young season, led all scorers,
their exciting type of ball so well hoop time and again.
dropping
in
seventeen
big
called "run and gun". The 'Cats
The Engineers held their own points, while Mischler added
reeled off ten straight points and throughout the second half as eleven. Jack Moter
paced
closed the gap to 43-37 after the fast-breaking Bobcats began M.I.T.'s cause with fifteen points
only three minutes of action. to show signs of tiring. Coach and thirteen rebounds.
However, the Mules refused to
fold and bounced back to open
BATES - COLBY
BATES • M.I.T.
up another lead of 61-44 with
Bates (63)
FG FT Pts Bales (69)
FG FT Pts
but eight minutes remaining.
At this point, Seth "The Shot" Beisswanger
4
1
9 Beisswanger
2
2
6
Cummings took
over
and Cummings
1
5
7 Cummings
12
2 26
brought the 'Cats back into con- Johannesen
0
2
2
3
6 Johannesen
6
tention. The rebounding of Ingo
Beaudry
7
0
14
Beaudry
2
0
4
and steals by Ted Krzynowek
2
3
7
7
17 Mischler
3
led to seven straight baskets by Krzynowek
Stevens, F.
1
1
3
Cummings, making the score 68- Stevens
0
0
0 Gardiner
0
0
0
63 with 2:30 remaining. The Gardiner
0
2 Hine
1
0
0
0
'Cats looked for Seth each time Hine
1
1
3 Johnson
1
0
2
down court and the lanky junior
2
1
5
2
0
4 Krzynowek
forward calmly responded with Johnson
Heckman
0
0
0
Mischler
5
1
11
his greatest half ever.
Wyman
0
0
0
Cummings High
Totals
29
11
69
The dramatic rally fell short,
Colby (76)
FG FT Pts
however, as time ran out and
Totals
5
7
17
16
11
63 Stevens, J.
the Mules squeaked out their 76Federman
6
7
19
M.I.T. (56)
FG FT Pts
69 victory. Cummings led all
Dyhrberg
4
1
9
2
4
8 Stone
scorers with twenty-six points, Mazola
7
6
20
6
3
15 Oberg
twenty-one coming in his re- Moter
0
2
1
markable second half perform- Eagleson
5
2
0
0
0
12 Gibbons
ance.
Steady Don
Beaudry Grady
0
1
1
5
2
12 McNabb
chipped in with fourteen, and Yin
2
2
6
2
2
6 Swartz
Ingo pulled in ten rebounds to Flick
0
0
0
Davis
0
lead in that department. Colby Alusic
0
2
Phillips
1
0
was paced by Stone with twen- McQuilken
1
ty, Federman with nineteen, and
Totals
26
24
76
Stevens with seventeen.
Totals
21
14 56
Halftime Score: Colby 41, Bates
The 'Cats bounced back Saturday night to down the Engin- Halftime Score: Bates 32, M.I.T. 27. Officials: Whytock, Middleeers 63-56 in a low-scoring 26. Officials: Lee, DiRenzo.
ton.
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